CHAPTER 21 CHOICE OF ACCESS POINTS
(part 2)
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Added entries

21.29. GENERAL RULE

*LC rule interpretation:* Give added entries [on a cataloging record] in the following order:

1) Personal name alone;
2) Personal name/title;
3) Corporate name alone;
4) Corporate name/title;
5) Uniform title (all instances of works entered under title);
6) Title traced as Title-period;
7) Title traced as Title-colon, followed by a title;
8) Series.

For arrangement within any one grouping, generally follow the order in which the justifying data appear in the bibliographic description. If such a criterion is not applicable, use judgment.

21.29G. *Optionally,* use explanatory references in place of added entries in certain cases (see 26.5).

*LC Rule Interpretation:* LC will not apply the option.

21.30. SPECIFIC RULES

21.30B. Collaborators.

LC has dropped the works “joint author” after the headings for collaborating persons as added entries.

21.30B1. If the main entry is under the heading for one of two or three collaborating persons or bodies, make added entries under the headings for the others.

100 1# $a Zhang, Xiaoming.
100 1# $a 张晓鸣.
245 10 $a Jing ying yu jue ce wu shi 150 li / $c Zhang Xiaoming, Chen Shan bian zhu.
If the main entry is under the heading for a corporate body or under a title, make added entries under the headings for collaborating persons if there are not more than three, or under the heading for the first named of four or more.

245 00 $a Ying yong mei shu ren wu bian / $c Chen Zhifo, Wu Shan he bian.
245 00 $a 應用美術人物編 / $c 陳之佛, 吳山合編.
700 1# $a Chen, Zhifo.
700 1# $a 陳之佛.
700 1# $a Wu, Shan.
700 1# $a 吳山.

245 00 $a Kōrei ka kokusaika to chiiki kaihatsu / $c Tanaka Hiroshige, Yamanaka Susumu hencho.
245 00 $a 高齢化国際化と地域開発 / $c 田中廣滋, 山中進編著.
700 1# $a Tanaka, Hiroshige, $d 1950-
700 1# $a 田中廣滋, $d 1950-
700 1# $a Yamanaka, Susumu, $d 1944-
700 1# $a 山中進, $d 1944-
21.30C. Writers

21.30C1. Make an added entry under the heading for a prominently named writer of a work if the main entry is under the heading for another person or a corporate body or under title.

110 2# $a Guo li gu gong bo wu yuan.
110 2# $a 國立故宮博物院.
245 10 $a Gu gong Shang dai qing tong li qu tu lu = $b Shang ritual bronzes in the National Palace Museum collection / $c [bian ji zhe Guo li gu gong bo wu yuan bian ji ji wei yuan hui ; zhu zhe Chen Fangmei].
245 10 $a 故宮商代青銅禮器圖錄 = $b Shang ritual bronzes in the National Palace Museum collection / $c [編輯者國立故宮博物院編輯委員會 ; 著者陳芳妹].
700 1# $a Chen, Fangmei.
700 1# $a 陳芳妹.

100 1# $a Andō, Hiroshige, $d 1797-1858.
100 1# $a 安藤広重, $d 1797-1858.
245 10 $a Hiroshige / $c Kanō Hiroyuki.
245 10 $a 広重 / $c 狩野博之.
700 1# $a Kanō, Hiroyuki, $d 1947-
700 1# $a 狩野博之, $d 1947-

111 2# $a Kyohoe Sŏngjang Semina $d (1984 : $c Sŏul Chungang Kyohoe)
111 2# $a 敎會成長 세미나 $d (1984 : $c Sŏul Chungang Kyohoe)
245 10 $a Kyohoe Sŏngjang Semina / $c Hong Chŏng-gil, Yi Tong-wŏn, Ha Yong-jo.
245 10 $a 敎會成長 세미나 / $c 홍정길, 이동원, 하용조.
700 1# $a Hong, Chŏng-gil.
700 1# $a 홍정길.
700 1# $a Yi, Tong-wŏn, $d 1945-
700 1# $a 이동원, $d 1945-
700 1# $a Ha, Yong-jo.
700 1# $a 하용조.

21.30D. Editors and compilers
21.30D1. Make an added entry under the heading for a prominently named editor or compiler. For serials and integrating resources, make an added entry under the heading for an editor if considered to be important.

```plaintext
245 00 $a Yue xi cong zai / $c [Wang Sen bian ji].
245 00 $a 粵西叢載 / $c [王森編輯].
700 1# $a Wang, Sen, $d 1653-1726.
700 1# $a 王森, $d 1653-1726.

245 00 $a Edo bunka to sabukaruchā / $c henshū Watanabe Kenji.
245 00 $a 江戸文化とサブカルチャー / $c 編集渡辺憲司.
700 1# $a Watanabe, Kenji, $d 1944-.
700 1# $a 渡辺憲司, $d 1944-.

245 00 $a Ilbonindŭl ŭi Tan’gun yŏn’gu / $c Sin Chong-wŏn yŏkkŭm ; Cho Kyŏng-ch’ŏl ... [et al.] omgim.
245 00 $a 일본인들 의 단군 연구 / $c 신 종원 엮음 ; 조 경철 ... [et al.] 옮김.
700 1# $a Sin, Chong-wŏn.
700 1# $a 신 종원.
```

21.30E. Corporate bodies

21.30E1. Make an added entry under the heading for a prominently named corporate body, unless it functions solely as distributor or manufacturer. Make an added entry under a prominently named publisher if the responsibility for the work extends beyond that of merely publishing the item being catalogued. In case of doubt, make an added entry.

```plaintext
245 00 $a Xianggang hui guì di yī tiān / $c Xin hua she Xianggang hui guì bāo dào zu, Xin hua chu bān she biān zhu.
245 00 $a 香港回归第一天 / $c 新华社香港回归报道组, 新华出版社编著.
710 2# $a Xin hua tong xun she. $b Xianggang hui guì bāo dào zu.
710 2# $a 新华通讯社. $b 香港回归报道组.
710 2# $a Xin hua chu bān she.
710 2# $a 新华出版社.

245 00 $a Kagoshima-ken kenchikaiyō.
245 00 $a 鹿児島県県治概要.
260 ## $a Kagoshima-shi : $b Kagoshima-ken Naimubu, $c Meiji 42 [1909]
260 ## $a 鹿児島市 : $b 鹿児島縣內務部, $c 明治 42 [1909]
710 1# $a Kagoshima-ken (Japan). $b Naimubu.
710 1# $a 鹿児島県 (Japan). $b 内務部.
```
21.30F. Other related persons or bodies

21.30F1. Make an added entry under the heading for a person or corporate body having a relationship to a work not treated in 21.1-21.28 if the heading provides an important access point (e.g., the addressee of a collection of letters; a person honoured by a Festschrift; a museum in which an exhibition is held).

100 1# $a Snow, Helen Foster, $d 1907-1997.
245 10 $a 忘年之交 : $b 海伦与安危两地书 = Ageless friends : Helen Snow & An Wei letters.
700 1# $a An, Wei.
700 1# $a 安危.

245 00 $a Chibang munhwa ŭi yŏn’gu / $c Kang In-hăui Paksa chŏngnyŏn t’oeim kinyŏmho t’ükchip.
245 00 $a 地方 文化의 研究 / $c 姜仁姬 박사 정년 퇴임 기념호 특집.
700 1# $a Kang, In-hăui, $d 1919-700 1# $a 姜 仁姬, $d 1919-700 1# $a 安危.

245 00 $a Ji nian Mao Zedong tong zhi dan chen yi hai yi shi zhou nian shu hua da zhan zuo pin ji / $c zhu ban dan wei: Zhongguo lao nian shu hua yan jiu hui, Beijing gu feng wen hua yi shu yan jiu suo.
245 00 $a 纪念毛泽东同志诞辰一百一十周年书画大展作品集 / $c 主办单位: 中国老年书画研究会,北京古风文化艺术研究所.
500 ## $a Catalog of an exhibition held at Beijing’s Zhongguo ren min ge ming jun shi bo wu guan, Dec. 4, 2003.
710 2# $a Zhongguo lao nian shu hua yan jiu hui.
710 2# $a 中国老年书画研究会.
710 2# $a Beijing gu feng wen hua yi shu yan jiu suo.
710 2# $a 北京古风文化艺术研究所.
21.30G. Related works.

21.30G1. Make an added entry under the heading for a work to which the work being catalogued is closely related (see 21.8-21.28 for guidance in specific cases).

In such a case, the heading is that of the person or corporate body or the title under which the related work is, or would be, entered. If that heading is for a person or body, and the title of the related work differs from that of the work being catalogued, add the title of the related work to the heading to form a name-title added entry heading. When necessary, add the edition statement, date, etc., to the name-title or title added entry heading.

When appropriate, substitute a uniform title (see chapter 25) for a title proper in a name-title or title added entry heading for a related work.

245 00 $a Xu Tai ping guang ji / $c Lu Shouming ji.
245 00 $a 续太平广记 / $c 陆寿名辑.
700 1# $a Lu, Shouming, $d jin shi 1644.
700 1# $a 陆寿名, $d jin shi 1644.
730 0# $a Tai ping guang ji.
730 0# $a 太平广记.

100 1# $a Komori, Yoshimine, $d 1923-
100 1# $a 小森義峯, $d 1923-
245 10 $a Tennō to Kenpō / $c Komori Yoshimine cho.
245 10 $a 天皇と憲法 / $c 小森義峯著.
710 1# $a Japan. $t Kenpō (1946)
710 1# $a Japan. $t 憲法 (1946)
710 1# $a Japan. $t Kenpō (1889)
710 1# $a Japan. $t 憲法 (1889)

100 1# $a Yu, Kwang-su, $d 1945-
100 1# $a 柳 光秀, $d 1945-
245 10 $a Hŭngbo chŏn yŏn’gu / $c Yu Kwang-su chŏ.
245 10 $a 興甫 傳 研究 / $c 柳 光秀著.
730 0# $a Hŭngbo chŏn.
730 0# $a 興甫 傳.

21.30H. Other relationships

21.30H1. Make an added entry under the heading for any other name that would provide an important access point unless the relationship between the name and the work is purely that of a
subject. For example, make added entries under the name of a collection from which reproductions of art works have been taken or under the heading for a collection of books upon which a bibliography is based.

When possible, formulate headings for such names by analogy with corporate name headings.

100 1# $a Shen, Jin, $d 1945-
100 1# $a 沈津, $d 1945-
245 10 $a Meiguo Hafo da xue Hafo Yanjing tu shu guan Zhong wen shan ben shu zhi / Shen Jin zhu.
245 10 $a 美国哈佛大学哈佛燕京图书馆中文善本书志 / $c 沈津著.
710 2# $a Harvard-Yenching Library.

100 1# $a Hishida, Shunsō, $d 1874-1911.
100 1# $a 菱田春草, $d 1874-1911.
245 10 $a Kaikan kinen Hishida Shunsō ten : $b kūkan hyōgen no tsuikiyū / $c [henshū Iida-shi Bijutsu Hakubutsukan].
245 10 $a 開館記念菱田春草展 : $b 空間表現の追究 / $c[編集飯田市美術博物館].
500 ## $a Catalog of an exhibition held at Iida-shi Bijutsu Hakubutsukan, October 8-November 12, 1989.
710 2# $a Iida-shi Bijutsu Hakubutsukan.
710 2# $a 飯田市美術博物館.

110 2# $a Kyujanggak (Korea)
110 2# $a 奎章閣 (Korea)
245 10 $a Kyujanggak tosŏ Han’gukpon chonghap mongnok / $c Sŏul Taehakkyo Tosŏgwan p’yŏn.
245 10 $a 奎章閣 圖書 韓國本 綜合 目錄 / $c 서울 大學校 圖書館 編.
710 2# $a Sŏul Taehakkyo. $b Pusok Tosŏgwan.
710 2# $a 서울 大學校. $b 附屬 圖書館.

21.30J. Titles

Items without collective title

Two titles:

100 1# $a Hui, Dong, $d 1697-1758.
100 1# $a 惠棟, $d 1697-1758.
245 10 $a Song ya bi ji ; $b Jiu yao zhai bi ji / $c [zhuan zhe Hui Dong].
245 10 $a 松崖筆記 ; $b 九曜齋筆記 / $c [撰者惠棟].
740 02 $a Jiu yao zhai bi ji
740 02 $a 九曜齋筆記
Three titles:

100 0# $a Gusuqiqingshi.
100 0# $a 姑蘇痴情士.
245 10 $a Nao hua cong / $c [Gusuqiqingshi bi]. Yi qing zhen / [Jiangxiyieren bian yan]. Chan zhen hou shi / [Qingxidaoren bian ci ; Chonghejushi ping jiao].
245 10 $a 鬧花叢 / $c [姑蘇痴情士筆]. 怡情陣 / [江西野人編演]. 禪眞後史 / [清溪道人編次 ; 沖和居士評校].
700 02 $a Jiangxiyieren. $t Yi qing zhen.
700 02 $a 江西野人. $t 怡情陣.
700 02 $a Qingxidaoren, $d 17th cent. $t Chan zhen hou shi. $k Selections.
700 02 $a 清溪道人, $d 17th cent. $t 禪眞後史. $k Selections.
21.30K. Special rules on added entries in certain cases

21.30K1. Translators. Make an added entry under the heading for the translator if the main entry is under the heading for a corporate body or under title.

130 0# $a Arabian nights. $l Chinese.
245 10 $a Tian fang ye tan / $c zuan ren bu xiang ; Xiruo yi.
245 10 $a 天方夜譚 / $c 撰人不祥；奚若譯.
700 0# $a Xiruo.
700 0# $a 奚若.

Main entry under title of the original work
Added entry under the heading for the translator

130 0# $a Kojiki.
130 0# $a 古事記.
245 10 $a 現代語訳古事記 / $c [訳者] 蓮田善明.
Main entry under title
Added entry under the heading for the translator

130 0# $a Zhong yi ming ci shu yu xuan shi. $l Korean.
130 0# $a 中醫名詞術語選釋. $l Korean.
245 10 $a Hanŭihak sajŏn / $c Kim Hyŏn-je, Hong Wŏn-sik p’yŏnyŏk.
245 10 $a 漢醫學 詞典 / $c 金 賢濟, 洪 元植 編譯.
700 1# $a Kim, Hyŏn-je.
700 1# $a 金 賢濟.
700 1# $a Hong, Wŏn-sik, $d 1938-
700 1# $a 洪 元植, $d 1938-

Main entry under title of original work.
Added entry under the headings for the translators.

If the main entry is under the heading for a person, make an added entry under the heading for a translator if:

a) the translation is in verse; or
b) the translation is important in its own right; or
c) the work has been translated into the same language more than once; or
d) the wording of the chief source of information of the item being catalogued implies that the translator is the author; or
e) the main entry heading may be difficult for catalogue users to find (e.g., as with many oriental and medieval works).

100 1# $a Bai, Juyi, $d 772-846.
100 1# $a 白居易, $d 772-846.
245 10 $a Hakushi monjū / $c Uchida Sennosuke.
245 10 $a 白氏文集 / $c 内田泉之助.
700 1# $a Uchida, Sennosuke, $d 1892-
700 1# $a 内田泉之助, $d 1892-

(Translations of Bai Juyi’s poems)
Main entry under the heading for 白居易
Added entry under the heading for 内田泉之助

100 1# $a Byron, George Gordon Byron, $c Baron, $d 1788-1824.
Main entry under the heading for Byron
Added entry under the heading for 梁真

100 1# $a Shakespeare, William, $d 1564-1616.
240 10 $a Othello. $l Chinese
245 10 $a Oosailo / $c Liang Shiqiu yi.
245 10 $a 奧賽羅 / $c 梁實秋譯.
700 1# $a Liang, Shiqiu, $d 1901-
700 1# $a 梁實秋, $d 1901-

Main entry under the heading for Shakespeare
Added entry under the heading for 梁實秋

100 1# $a Shakespeare, William, $d 1564-1616.
240 10 $a Othello. $l Chinese
245 10 $a Oosailo / $c Shashibiya zhu ; Zhu Shenghao yi.
245 10 $a 奧賽羅 / $c 莎士比亞著 ; 朱生豪譯.
700 1# $a Zhu, Shenghao.
700 1# $a 朱生豪.

Main entry under the heading for Shakespeare
Added entry under the heading for 朱生豪

100 1# $a Hawthorne, Nathaniel, $d 1804-1864.
240 10 $a Scarlet letter. $l Korean
245 10 $a Chuhong kŭlssi / $c Nasanyŏl Hoson chô ; Kim Su-yŏng yŏk.
245 10 $a 주홍 글씨 / $c 나사뉴얼 호손 저 ; 김 수영 역.
700 1# $a Kim, Su-yŏng, $d 1921-1968.
700 1# $a 김 수영, $d 1921-1968.

Main entry under the heading for Hawthorne
Added entry under the heading for 김 수영
21.30L. Series

21.30L1. Make an added entry under the heading for a series for each separately cataloged work in the series if it provides a useful collocation. Optionally, add the numeric or other designation of each work in the series.

ANNOUNCEMENT: SERIES AT THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS: JUNE 1, 2006

On June 1, 2006, the Library of Congress implemented its decision not to create/update series authority records and not to provide controlled series access points in its bibliographic records for resources in series.

With the exception of those categories listed below, LC will create bibliographic records for all resources in series and assign "classed separately" call numbers (i.e., a specific call number appropriate to the topic of each resource).

In newly-created bibliographic records for LC original cataloging (040 $a is solely "DLC"), the series statement will be given in a 490 0# field. LC will not use the 042 "pcc" code in any record for a monograph or integrating resource.

In newly-created CIP-partnered cataloging, in PCC member copy used for cataloging, and in non-PCC copy cataloging, existing series statements/access points will be accepted as is and "passed through." If the other library's call number is a "collected set" call number (i.e., series numbering included at end of subfield $b), that call number will be retained in the record as a 050 14 field.

LC's revised decision to "pass through" series access points when found on records used for copy cataloging will significantly reduce the number of situations when an LC-issued record without series access points might overlay a record in OCLC that has series access points.

However, OCLC is still investigating the issue of how to protect controlled series information in the following situations: (1) when LC distributes a new version of an LC record with a 490 0 series statement and the OCLC version has been enhanced, or (2) when there may be an existing WorldCat record with controlled series information for the same title for which LC has done original cataloging.

Series bibliographic maintenance will be restricted to adding or correcting series statements (490 0#); controlled access points (440/8XX fields) won't be added or modified.

The PCC Policy Committee has announced that the PCC series policy remains unchanged. The Library of Congress will continue to delete duplicate series authority records reported by PCC participants and by other libraries. LC will continue (1) to answer questions for PCC participants creating and updating series authority records and (2) to process error reports and answer questions from other libraries if doing so doesn't involve research, e.g., retrieving resources from the collections.

LC is prepared to continue to coordinate and conduct series training for PCC participants; LC and the PCC Steering Committee will be discussing this topic.

Revisions of the four "basic" Library of Congress Rule Interpretations have been posted on this site as PDF files. Links to these files are provided here: LCRI 1.6 [7 p. 137 KB] -- LCRI 13.3 [3 p. 173 KB] -- LCRI 21.30L [8 p. 210 KB] -- LCRI 26.5A [14 p.; 325 KB]

Other documentation, revised during June and July, will also be posted and will be included in the November update of Cataloger's Desktop, etc.

For more information (including the codes in 040 and 042 fields), see the PCC series FAQ.

Exceptions to the LC series policy to analyze in full and classify separately:

1. The following categories will not be analyzed and will be classed as a collection; series authority records will not be consulted, created, or updated:
   - Numbered multipart monographs with all parts lacking analyzable titles
   - Unnumbered multipart monographs cataloged per "2A cataloging" guidelines ("2A cataloging" is a local LC practice to create a made-up collected set record for an unnumbered multipart monograph, assigning numbers to parts as received)
   - Auction and sales catalogs
   - Legal multipart monographs identified by LC's Law Library
   - Numbered monographic series already assigned these treatment decisions prior to June 1, 2006 (issues identified by presence of check-in records in acquisitions units)

2. The following category will not be analyzed and will not be classified; series authority records will not be consulted, created, or updated:
   - Technical report series identified by LC's Science, Technology, and Business Division or LC's Asian Division and shelved in those divisions

3. The following categories will be analyzed in full but will be classed as a collection; series authority records will not be consulted, created, or updated:
   - Scholarly collections of music historical sources eligible to be classed together in M2
"Web access to monographic series" project in LC's Social Sciences Cataloging Division

Microform sets

Proceedings of a single conference published in more than one volume with analyzable volume titles

Legal monographic series and multipart monographs identified by LC's Law Library

4. The following category will be analyzed in full: applies to analyzable parts and will be classed as a collection; series authority records will not be consulted, created, or updated.

Complete editions of collected work of individual composers (classed in M3)

5. Existing LC shelflist records missing in LC's database now being input to the database: the records will reflect the existing series decisions (i.e., presence or absence of controlled series access point; a classed-separately or a classed-as-a-collection call number) at the time the resource was cataloged originally.

[exceptions approved by Beacher Wiggins, May 30, 2006; June 13, 2006]

Former LC practice:

245 00 $a Mi jian ji tiao wei jiang zhi zhi zao yan jiu = $b Studies on manufacturing processes of kumquat and plum preserves and ginger pickle / $c Wang Jiaren ... [et al.].
245 00 $a 蜜餞及調味薑之製造研究 = $b Studies on manufacturing processes of kumquat and plum preserves and ginger pickle / $c 王家仁 ... [et al.].
490 1# $a Yan jiu bao gao ; $v di 62 hao
490 1# $a 研究報告 ; $v 第 62 號
830 #0 $a Yan jiu bao gao (Shi pin gong ye fa zhan yan jiu suo) ; $v di 62 hao.
830 #0 $a 研究報告 (Shi pin gong ye fa zhan yan jiu suo) ; $v 第 62 號.

Current LC practice:

245 00 $a Mi jian ji tiao wei jiang zhi zhi zao yan jiu = $b Studies on manufacturing processes of kumquat and plum preserves and ginger pickle / $c Wang Jiaren ... [et al.].
245 00 $a 蜜餞及調味薑之製造研究 = $b Studies on manufacturing processes of kumquat and plum preserves and ginger pickle / $c 王家仁 ... [et al.].
490 0# $a Yan jiu bao gao ; $v di 62 hao
490 0# $a 研究報告 ; $v 第 62 號
**Former LC practice:**

100 1# $a Ōshima, Kunio, $d 1923-
100 1# $a 大島国雄, $d 1923-
245 10 $a Kōkigyō no keieigaku / $c Ōshima Kunio cho.
245 10 $a 公企業の経営学 / $c 大島国雄著.
490 1# $a Gendai keieigaku zenshū ; $v dai 25-kan
490 1# $a 現代経営学全集 ; $v 第 25 巻
830 0# $a Gendai keieigaku zenshū (Hakutō Shobō) ; $v dai 25-kan.

**Current LC practice:**

100 1# $a Ōshima, Kunio, $d 1923-
100 1# $a 大島国雄, $d 1923-
245 10 $a Kōkigyō no keieigaku / $c Ōshima Kunio cho.
245 10 $a 公企業の経営学 / $c 大島国雄著.
490 0# $a 現代経営学全集 ; $v 第 25 巻

**Former LC practice:**

100 1# $a Kim, Wŏn-mo, $d 1934-
100 1# $a 金 源模, $d 1934-
245 10 $a Kŭndae Han’guk oegyosa yŏnp’yo / $c Kim Wŏn-mo p’yŏnjŏ.
245 10 $a 近代 韓國 外交史 年表 / $c 金 源模 編著.
490 1# $a Yŏksahak ch’ongsŏ ; $v 1
490 1# $a 歷史學 叢書 ; $v 1
830 0# $a Yŏksahak ch’ongsŏ (Tan’guk Taehakkyo) ; $v 1.
830 0# $a 歷史學 叢書 (Tan’guk Taehakkyo) ; $v 1.

**Current LC practice:**

100 1# $a Kim, Wŏn-mo, $d 1934-
100 1# $a 金 源模, $d 1934-
245 10 $a Kŭndae Han’guk oegyosa yŏnp’yo / $c Kim Wŏn-mo p’yŏnjŏ.
245 10 $a 近代 韓國 外交史 年表 / $c 金 源模 編著.
490 0# $a Yŏksahak ch’ongsŏ ; $v 1
21.30M. Analytical entries

21.30M1. Make an analytical added entry under the heading for a work contained within the item being catalogued (see 21.7B-21.7C, 21.13B, and 21.15A for guidance in specific cases). Make additional analytical entries in accordance with the policy of the cataloguing agency. See also Chapter 13.

In such a case, the heading is that of the person or corporate body or the title under which the work contained is, or would be, entered. If that heading is for a person or body, add the title of the work contained to form a name-title added entry heading. When necessary, add the edition statement, date, etc., to the name-title or title added entry heading.

When appropriate, substitute a uniform title (see Chapter 25) for a title proper in a name-title or title analytical entry heading.

245 00 $a Kong Meng zhen yan lu / $c Zhang Tienan bian.
245 00 $a 孔孟箴言录 / $c 张铁男编.
700 1# $a Zhang, Tienan.
700 1# $a 张铁男.
700 02 $a Confucius. $t Lun yu. $k Selections.
700 02 $a Confucius. $t 论语. $k Selections.
700 02 $a Mencius. $t Mengzi. $k Selections.
700 02 $a Mencius. $t 孟子. $k Selections.

245 00 $a Gendai no hō to shakai / $c Kamiya Chikara hen ; [shippitsusha Okada Izumi ... et al.].
245 00 $a 現代の法と社会 / $c 神谷力编 ; [執筆者岡田泉 ... et al.].
500 ## $a “Nihonkoku Kenpō”: p. 214-229.
700 1# $a Kamiya, Chikara, $d 1923-
700 1# $a 神谷力, $d 1923-
700 1# $a Okada, Izumi, $d 1947-
700 1# $a 岡田泉, $d 1947-
710 12 $a Japan. $t Kenpō (1946)
710 12 $a 日本. $t 宪法 (1946)
710 12 $a Japan. $t Kenpō (1889)
710 12 $a 日本. $t 宪法(1889)

245 00 $a Ch’unhyang chŏn, Sim Ch’ŏng chŏn kit’a / $c [An Ok-tang, Hong Im p’yŏn].
245 00 $a 春香傳 星鴉傳紀 / $c [安玉唐, 洪林編].
700 1# $a An, Ok-tang.
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21.31. LAWS, ETC.

21.31B1. Laws governing one jurisdiction. Enter laws governing one jurisdiction under the heading for the jurisdiction governed by them. Make added entries under the headings for persons and corporate bodies (other than legislative bodies) responsible for compiling and issuing the laws. Add a uniform title as instructed in 25.15A to the main entry.

110 1# $a Japan.
240 10 $a Laws, etc.
245 10 $a Jitsumu shikkō roppō / $c Minji Shikkō Hōrei Kenkyūkai hen.
245 10 $a 実務執行六法 / $c 民事執行法令研究会編.
710 2# $a Minji Shikkō Hōrei Kenkyūkai (Japan)
710 2# $a 民事執行法令研究会 (Japan)

 Added entry: 民事執行法令研究会 (Japan)

110 1# $a China.
240 10 $a Laws, etc. (Xian xing fa ling da quan)
245 10 $a Xian xing fa ling da quan / $c Zhang Jingxiu bian ji.
245 10 $a 現行法令大全 / $c 張敬修編輯.
700 1# $a Zhang, Jingxiu.
700 1# $a 張敬修.

 Added entry: 張敬修

110 1# $a Korea (South)
240 10 $a Sobangpŏp
240 10 $a 消防法
245 10 $a Sobang pŏpchŏn / $c Yi Chong-mun kamsu.
245 10 $a 消防法典 / $c 李鍾聞監修.
700 1# $a Yi, Chong-mun.
21.34. COURT RULES

21.34A. Enter court rules governing a single court (regardless of their official nature, e.g., laws, administrative regulations) under the heading for that court. If the rules are laws, make a new entry under the heading for the jurisdiction enacting the law and add a uniform title as instructed in 25.15A. Make an added entry under the heading for the agency or agent promulgating the court rules.

110 1# $a China. $b Si fa yuan.
110 1# $a China. $b 司法院.
245 10 $a Guo min zheng fu si fa yuan chu wu gui cheng / $c Si fa yuan bian.
245 10 $a 國民政府司法院處務規程 / $c 司法院編.

21.35. TREATIES, INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENTS, ETC.

21.35A. International treaties, etc.

21.35A1. Treaties, etc., between two governments. Enter a treaty, or any other formal agreement, between two or three national governments under (in this order of preference):

b) the heading for the government whose catalogue entry (see 24.3E) is first in English alphabetic order.

110 1# $a China.
240 10 $a Treaties, etc. $g Netherlands, $d 1987 May 13. $l English & Chinese
245 10 $a Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo he Helan wang guo guan yu suo de bi mian shuang chong zheng shui he fang zhi tou lou shui de xie ding = $b Agreement between the People’s Republic of China and the Kingdom of the Netherlands for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income / $c [Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo shui wu zong ju bian].
245 10 $a 中华人民共和国和荷兰王国关于对所得避免双重征税和防止偷漏税的协定 = $b Agreement between the People’s Republic of China and the Kingdom of the Netherlands for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income / $c [中华人民共和国税务总局编].

110 1# $a Japan.
240 10 $a Treaties, etc. $g Soviet Union, $d 1928 Jan. 23
245 10 $a Nichi-「ソ」gyogyō jōyaku.
245 10 $a 日「ソ」漁業条約.

110 1# $a Korea (South)
240 10 $a Treaties, etc. $g United States, $d 1966 July 9. $l English & Korean
245 10 $a Taehan Min’guk kwa Amerik’a Hapchungguk kan ūi sangho pangwi choyak che-4-cho e ūihan sisŏl kwa kuyŏk mit Taehan Min’guk esŏuī Hapchungguk kundae ūi chiwi e kwanhan hyŏpchŏng mit tong pusok munsŏ = $b Agreement under Article IV of the Mutual Defense Treaty between the Republic of Korea and the United States of America, regarding facilities and areas and the status of United States armed forces in the Republic of Korea and related documents.
245 10 $a 大韓民國과 아메리카合衆國間의相互防衛條約第4條에 의한施設과區域 및 大韓民國에의合衆國軍隊의地位에 有關協定 및 同 附属文書 = $b Agreement under Article IV of the Mutual Defense Treaty between the Republic of Korea and the United States of America, regarding facilities and areas and the status of United States armed forces in the Republic of Korea and related documents.

21.36. COURT DECISIONS, ETC.

21.36A. Law reports

21.36A1. Reports of one court. Enter law reports of one court that are not ascribed to a reporter or reporters under:

a) the heading for the court if the reports are issued by or under the authority of the court
b) title if they are not.

110 1# $a China. $b Si fa yuan.
110 1# $a China. $b 司法院.
245 10 $a Si fa gong bao / $c [Guo min zheng fu Si fa yuan bian].
245 10 $a 司法公报 / $c [國民政府司法院編].

110 1# $a China. $b Zui gao ren min fa yuan.
110 1# $a China. $b 最高人民法院.

110 1# $a Beijing (China). $b Gao ji ren min fa yuan.
110 1# $a 北京 (China). $b 高级人民法院.
245 10 $a Pan an xuan bian, 1949-1989 / $c Beijing Shi gao ji ren min fa yuan “Pan an xuan bian” bian xuan zu bian ; zhu bian Liu Yunfeng.
245 10 $a 判案选编, 1949-1989 / $c 最高人民法院判案选编编辑组编；主编刘云峰.

110 1# $a Japan. $b Gyōsei Saibansho.
110 1# $a Japan. $b 行政裁判所.
245 10 $a Gyōsei Saibansho suiri hanketsushū / $c kanshū Watanabe Yōzō ; henshū Hōjō Hiroshi.
245 10 $a 行政裁判所水利判決集 / $c 監修渡辺洋三；編集北條浩.

110 1# $a Korea (South). $b Taebŏbwŏn.
110 1# $a Korea (South). $b 大法院.
245 10 $a Yŏnggujŏ in 2000-yŏnp'an Taebŏbwŏn p'an'gyŏllye. $p Hyŏngpŏp / $c Han'guk Pŏpsa Yŏn'guwŏn p’yŏn.
245 10 $a 永久的 인 2000年版 大法院 判決例. $p 形法 / $c 韓國 法司 研究院 編.

21.36C. Particular cases

21.36C1. Proceedings in the first instance. Criminal proceedings. Enter the official proceedings and records of criminal trials, impeachments, courts-martial, etc., under the heading for the person or body prosecuted. If more than one person or body is prosecuted, apply the instructions in 21.6C. Optionally, add the appropriate legal designation (e.g., defendant, libellee) to the heading for a person or body prosecuted. Make an added entry under the heading for the court or other adjudicating body. Make an added entry under the heading for a reporter named...
prominently in the item being catalogued. Do not make an added entry under the heading for the jurisdiction bringing the prosecution.

21.36C8. Records of one party. Enter a brief, plea, or other formal record of one party to a case under the heading for that party. If that party is not the one under which the proceedings of the trial would be entered (see 21.36C1-21.36C3), make an added entry under the heading for the other party (parties). Optionally, add legal designations (see 21.36C1-21.36C3) to the headings for the parties to the action. Make an added entry under the heading for the lawyer concerned.
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